Different Ways to Organize a Compare and Contrast Essay – Guide
Are you looking for professional guidance in essay writing? Or just want to pass the course by
hook or by crook? You can find on EssayHours. Many students face academic obstacles due to a
lack of appropriate writing skills.
But they need to know about the way of navigating and composing essays that would result in
excellent grades. A reliable paper writing service can help them do it just ask help i need to write
an essay.

It is not just a matter of writing a comparing and contrasting features of anything rather it needs
an adequate platform to fill the content within your essay. You need to substantially plan a
Compare and Contrast Essay to reveal all the thoughts aligned with the topic. The importance of
this essay cannot be overlooked as it enables two different objects to be compared based on their
distinctive characteristics. You can also ask online essay writer to do do my essay.

Tactics to organize
You can organize this essay in two ways.
i.

Point-by-Point technique

ii.

Block technique

Under the first method, arguments addressing the two objects (X and Y) are altered that have been
compared or contrasted. The pattern is given below:


Argument followed up by association among X and Y



Point b – Discuss X



Point b – Discuss Y



Argument followed up by association among X and Y

Etc.
This approach is easier to understand for a reader as key differences and similarities are obvious.
So, this method is often used by essayists to compose lengthy essays. A professional essay writer
will know about all the necessary writing conventions for high quality papers.
Remember
Similar to the Block approach, the Point-by-point technique also provides an essay outline. An
outstanding intro and conclusion must be included in the outline.
After going through the above way of comparing and contrasting objects, somehow you grasp the
concept. But you need to make things clear and enhance your learning. You can also find help at
“EssayHours”.
You can learn and polish your writing skills by getting your essay done by professional writers.
It’s quite simple as you just have to place a writing request at ‘do my papers’ that provides online
writing services to students of all grades and write essays for them. The game is not over yet as
we have to discuss another method i.e., the Block technique.
Under the block approach, all arguments about X are compared and contrasted to arguments about
Y. But using this method in an essay is a little bit tough due to excessive space between points
related to X as well as points related to Y, so normally preferred for short essays. The pattern is
given below:


Point a about X



Point b about Y



Etc.



Point a about Y (linked to X)



Point b about X (linked to Y)

Points to Ponder


When you have to compare multiple objects, situations, or themes that are not similar to
each other, you are supposed to use the pattern instead of organizing by an object.



In both types of this essay, classify object by object in which you will outline all the key
aspects of the first object thoroughly before stepping in towards the next object.



You could even have a single paragraph of similarities rather than making a separate
section to express each point of contrast. The same approach could apply to addressing the
key differences.

But still, if you feel any confusion in comparing and contrasting distinct objects, then you should
not be worried because there is a solution to this problem too. All you need is to approach any
authentic essay writing service that provides online services to cater to your writing request within
a few hours and don’t forget to ask how much is an essay. Moreover, they can also provide you with
adequate guidance to enhance your writing skills.
So, do not waste your time and avail of these services as soon as possible.
Buck up! Before it’s too late.
Happy Writing !!

